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Scenario

On a special assignment to take pictures of Merlock’s Ancient Temple, Daisy, the world 
famous reporter, is taken prisoner by the evil magician. Donald sets off to rescue his sweet
heart Daisy but he has to act fast : his cousin, Gladstone is determined to rescue Daisy 
before him! Who will win Daisy’s heart?

Before Donald can actually confront Merlock, he has to weaken the powerful magician. He 
must travel around the world, thanks to Gyro Gearloose’s teleporter, to place mirrored 
sensors of energy on the highest summits of each of the worlds : at the peak of “Ducky 
Mountain” in the Rocky Forest, protected by Bernadette the Bird; at the top of the 
“Ducktower”, den of the Beagle Boys; and on the roof of Magica de Spell’s flying manor. 

At last, Donald arrives in the Ancient Temple and places the last mirror at its heart. 
Merlock is defeated and Donald frees Daisy.

Description

Features  Donald’s  world  favourite  characters  :  Donald,  Daisy,  the  Nephews,  the
Beagle Boys, Magica de Spell, and more 

4 worlds : The city of Duckberg, Magica’s Haunted Manor, Merlock’s Ancient Temple, the
Rocky Forest + a Timewarp Room 
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6 levels per world - 24 levels in all :
 2 linear 3rd person levels 
 1 side-scrolling level 
 1 chase level
 1 Boss level 
 1 Bonus level

A gameplay that fits Donald’s explosive personality : the mood system
 Donald begins each level,  determined,  expecting everything to go his way. But

things simply won’t go as planned!
 When  hit,  he  explodes  in  frustration  and  goes  berserk  for  a  few  seconds,

destroying everything in his path. Calming down, he becomes angry. If Donald gets
hit again in his angry state, he passes out. 

 When Donald is determined, and drinks a power up, he becomes hyperactive for
several seconds, which allows him to discover hidden parts of the game.

Multiple goals and mini-games
 Complete all levels to rescue Daisy
 Master Donald’s funky special moves (Yoga Bound, Spicy Golf…) 
 Beat Gladstone’s time 
 Beat your high score
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